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CampArtists

A great
team find
A WAY TO INSPIRE
Meet with our
Campers
The aim

of the initiative is to create ideal
conditions for composers, lyricists and music
producers to develop freely and calmly,
in an appropriate spiritual, intellectual
and technical environment. The CAMP is an
opportunity for artists that takes them out
of the usual “everyday life” and embedded
in an inspiring and creative place where the
creative process reaches the highest level.
The mission statement
powered by SBSC

Talented lyricists, musicians, composers,
and singer-songwriters with skilled producers
working together for three full days.
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IZZY ADEYEMI (NADE)

SARA BARTA

RIDDICK

RAPPER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

SONGWRITER, PRODUCER

Hi, my name Israel but I go
the alias NADE that stands for
New Age Diverse Evolution,
which is I plan to bring to the
table in today’s world of music.

I am a 22-year-old student
studying at Berklee College
of Music in Boston. I was
originally born in Budapest,
however, I moved to London
when I was 5 years old. I have
been writing music since
I was about 7 years old. I am
playing the piano and guitar
to help me write songs. I love
working with people and I’m
really into sports and the gym.

Songwriter
and
from
Warsaw,

RO

SK

Signed to
(Universal

producer
Poland.

Magic
Music

Records
Group).

He believes that melody is
king. His flexibility and broad
taste allow him to work on
various styles of music.
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COSTIN BODEA

CELESTE BUCKINGHAM

MÁTÉ CZINKE (MATTHEW)

MUSIC PRODUCER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

An innate musician, who
mixes
three
ingredients:

Starting off her career at
the age of 15 in the Czech
and Slovak version of “Idol”
(Superstar), she has been an
active performer and top liner
for over 10 years. Having
worked in US and UK she has
received many awards and
nominations. MTV EMA Music
Award in 2012 for Best Czech/
Slovak Act, the nomination for
the 2014 Radio Disney Music
Awards, as well as other local
Central european awards.

I learned to sing from a pop/
jazz singing teacher, but
I do it since my childhood.
I am a guitarist, too. I had
several international projects
in the past few years.
So far, I wrote music in a wide
range of genres: mainstream
pop, rock, folkish kinda things,
hip-hop and trap. I regularly mix
and master songs for different
artists. I am a huge fan of music
itself, regardless of the genre.

his proficiency in the art
of the piano and music
production
with
skillfully
spotting the international hit
music trends and his personal
flavor, one of innovative
and groundbreaking up and
coming
electronic
beats.
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MATTHEW DAVIS

MILA FALLS

PATRICIE FUXOVA

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SINGER, PRODUCER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

Mila Falls was the voice of the
Fifa World Cup 2018, her voice
was heard by millions across
the world on the title sequence
for every match.

She has written many songs
for Czech pop stars including
Karel Gott and many young
contemporary artists. She
was nominated for Czech
Grammy
Award
“Andel”
with her debut CD “Pátá
bohyně” (Fifth Goddess). Her
favourite genres are pop,
country, EDM, alternative and
indie folk. Her songwriting
skills
are
metaphorical
story-telling and catchy lines
that will stick in your head.

Songwriter/Producer
England.

from

Preference for composing
ballads of the heart.

Mila Falls is a UK Songwriter
and
Performer.
Having
performed
on
stages
around the world. She will
be performing at The 2020
Eurovision Song Contest with
Cyprus’s entry. Practitioned
songwriting-camper.
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KARO GLAZER

DÁVID HEATLIE

MANDI KITCHEN

VOCAL ARTIST, SONGWRITER,
PRODUCER

SONGWRITER, PRODUCER,
DRUMMER

SONGWRITER, COMPOSER,
PRODUCER

She has turned her voice into
an instrument of outstanding
capabilities supported by
a 4-octave range of voice
and extraordinary musical
imagination.
She
feels
comfortable in many styles,
from jazz and classical to
pop, rock and R’N’B. Her
latest success was her
album “Crossings Project”:
a multicultural production
composed and produced
by
Karo
and
multiply
Grammy
winner
Martin
Walters, featuring legendary
artists like Mike Stern, Lars
Danielsson,
John
Taylor
and over 20 musicians
from all over the world.

My name is David Heatlie.
I am 27 years old. I live
in
Szentendre,
Hungary.

Mandi
Kitchen
is
a
professional
songwriter,
composer,
and
producer.

I play the drums, I learned
to play bass and piano. I
have been active in music
for 13 years. I have toured
several bands. I have a
band of my own where I’m a
singer and I also write songs.

Mandi
has
song
placements in feature films,
commercials, and shorts.

I am a Netflix subscriber. :)

Along
with
producing
independent projects, she
writes music & lyrics for a
variety of pop and indie artists.

She has also published
various
arrangements
and covers selling online
and
in
select
stores.
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IGOR OCHEPOVSKY

PASCAL OORTS

PAENDA

PRODUCER, COMPOSER,
GUITARIST

PRODUCER, MUSICIAN

SINGER, SONGWRITER,
PRODUCER

His eclectic work results in a
crossovers of neo-soul, jazz/
hip-hop, fusion, electronic
music. He was born and
has started his creative
activities in Russia. Igor
continued
his
education
in Prague. After studying
jazz guitar and classical
composition he has started
his
Ochepovsky
Project.
His
second
professional
field is music production.

He has a passion for distortion,
tape delays and eighties drum
computers. Pascal runs a
Music
production
Studio
(Tapelab) in Antwerp. Hard
labour with Belgian band
Mintzkov as a synth-wizard
got him gold on the “Humo’s
Rock
Rally
in
2000”.

She’s been writing songs from
a young age, studied Jazz and
Pop singing and now is also
a self-taught producer. Her
music is rooted in electronic
pop with all kinds of influences
such as Trap, Future Bass,
Hip Hop, R’n’B, electronic
music, Rock and Jazz. In 2019
she attended the Eurovision
Song Contest with her rather
untypical ballade „Limits“.

In
2018
he
won
the
biggest Radio Contest in
Belgium
“Studio
Brussel
De Nieuwe Lichting 2018”.
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JOHNNY K. PALMER

LILI PÉTERFFY

REECE PULLINGER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

Johnny has been working
in the music industry as a
singer/songwriter for the last
10 years and as an artist has
shared the stage with names
such as Delirious, T-Bone,
Jermaine Jackson, Kevin Max,
and Kirk Franklin. He was first
introduced on the Austrian
Casting Show STARMANIA
in 2006. He co-wrote two
Eurovision entries for Hungary
in 2011 „Wolf Katy - What
about my dreams“ and in
2013 „Bye Alex - One for me“.
Johnny’s Musical background
is Gospel&Soul but recently he
has been active in the Rock &
Pop and Musical scene as well.

Hey, I’m Lili, a 24-year-old singer
based in Budapest. I started
singing and making music with
a garage band at the age of
13 and since then I’ve worked
with a few bands and groups
and performed at most of the
popular Hungarian concert
venues and summer festivals.
I just started releasing my own
songs a couple of months ago.
Melancholy always leaves a
little mark on my songs so
I call my genre bittersweet
electronic pop. I’ve been
learning jazz singing for 2,5
years I adore heartbreaking
ballads. I’m a happy girl though.

From billboards on the London
Underground to TV screens
in New York City, multi-hit
Songwriter & Producer ENV,
aka Reece Pullinger, has
soldiered his way up the
ranks and is now becoming
one of the UK’s top go-to
producers/songwriters within
today’s
music
industry.
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BÖBE SZÉCSI

KRISTÓF TÖRŐCSIK

MARCEL ZÁVODI (ZÄVODI)

SINGER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER, SINGER,
SONGWRITER

Creating songs has become
my greatest passion over
the years. I like to think of
songwriting as an easy, but a
very complex process - and
I’m eager to learn it day by day.

He is also lyricist, music
video director, editor who was
born in ’99. February 2018, he
debuted his first hip/hop single
THE GREATEST with a
music video he directed
himself. MTV(HU) chose the
song/video to be the first
participating project on their
new program called brand:new.

Despite her young age,
she has a lot of experience
in the industry since she
collaborated with a lot of
Hungarian acts. She traveled a
lot and performed at festivals
like SXSW, Reeperbahn or
Eurosonic but she even got
to sing in London, New York,
Moscow and so on. She
debuted her solo project on
the march of 2019 with her pop
ballad “Dïe”. After a few months
of her debut, she earned a
nomination of the Hungarian
Glamour Women Of The Year
award as “Singer Of The Year”.

I’ve studied jazz for two years
and I’m one of the songwriters
of a popular Hungarian band
called Margaret Island. We’ve
released three albums so far.
Recently I’ve been getting
interested in producing as well.
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REVISE was released in
January ’19. The LP is
all about strong, hooky
melodies and meaningful
lyrics
and
storytelling.
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ZOLTÁN CZUTOR

ROLAND CSIPAI

PÉTER BENJÁMIN TÓTH

CAMP SUPERVISOR, SINGER,
SONGWRITER, ARTISJUS
BOARD MEMBER

SBSC FOUNDER/ORGANIZER,
MUSIC SERVICES EXPERT, CEO

CHIEF TRANSFORMATION
OFFICER OF ARTISJUS

He is a known and renowned
leader for many bands (Nyers,
Belmondo, Czutor, etc.) and
committed personnel of the
Hungarian music industry.
Dedicated on all important
movements helping flourish
and develop the Hungarian
music scene taking part of
organizing events as like the
first Songbook Songwriting
Camp in 2017 and the current
ASC Camp.
Professional
guitarist
and
singer.

The founder of the first
Hungarian
Songwriting
Camp (SBSC) and CEO of the
Songbook Ltd. (Zeneszöveg.
hu) the lyrics platform for
national lyrics. As an IT
professional, he is into the
technology
and
working
for the Hungarian music
scene since 2004. As an
entrepreneur,
he
believes
that technology can support
creativity while bringing royalty
to everyone’s work fairly.

He is a lawyer and PR
communications expert, and
the
Chief
Transformation
Officer of Artisjus. In 2010
he oversaw the development
and
implementation
of
Artisjus’s
communication
strategy. He regularly holds
lectures for artists and
lawyers on copyright law.
He is the founder of
the
DEX
Songwriting
Expo,
the
“Dal+Szerző”
magazine
and
blog.

Music
should
belong to
Everyone!
Zoltán Kodály

Hungarian composer, creator
of Kodály Method

More then
JUST MAKING MUSIC!
ASC // 2020 // #artisjus
New inspiration, new vibes, and new cooperations.
Ar tisjus Songwriting Camp (ASC) brings together 21 creative,
inspiring songwriters and producers from Europe and the US to
learn from each other. Suppor ted by the SBSC professional team.

More then just making music.

Our Partners
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